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Part 1 

Find 3 colleges or universities in the US or
abroad with strong sustainability-focused

studies.

Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
 
IGNOU ,New delhi

Tata Institute of Social Sciences,Mumbai
 
Indian Institute of Management,Lucknow



Sustainable Development: From Principles to Implementation
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur



lGNOU, Delhi
Post- Graduate Diploma in Environment and Sustainable Development.



Tata Institute of Social Sciences



What draws you to the programs?
Sustainable development and it's studies are growing subject in foreign as well as in
india, this is the future of India so this drew my attention. So we can contribute our

portion to it.

What makes it unique, compared to other schools?
Other schools are normal and regular teaching based which might vanish in years and
then sustainability will increase for that today development of it is necessary and this

makes it unique 

Can you find out why and/or when it launched?
Sustainable development started in Rio di Janeiro in 1992 and  in india it  started in

September 2015.

How would you adapt this to make it your dream class?
All systems and societies naturally develop. However, In this day and age,

development is moving at breakneck speeds, thanks to advancements in technology.
The only problem is that not everyone considers the downsides that come along with

unbalanced economic growth including impacts on people’s well-being and
environment.

It’s about time people start to change their perspective on unbalanced economic
development by viewing the world in a completely different way. What would help

people achieve that is setting sustainable development goals
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What PGC themes would you incorporate into the class?

The various themes that we
have added include: Why,

Footprint, Zero waste, food
waste, food, water, soil,

biodiversity, Biomimicry,
fashion, climate justice,

Economics, Vote, Fair trade,
Plant based, plastic,etc



How would you make the class engaging? How would
you get students inspired to mobilize around topics?

Would you use class discussions, films, etc.? Be
creative!,How would you encourage collaboration and

teamwork among students?
Students will be provided with interactive videos and animations
along with infographics to not make the course tedious, we have

included practicals and activities in the course to add more depth
and engagement of the students in the course, we will organise
classes via Google meets by taking consideration the pandemic

crisis, Guest lectures and TEd talk videos will be extras for students 
to get more knowledge about the topics and get to know the current
scenario of the crisis, We will make students more concerned about

the course by hosting movies based on environmental awareness
and impacts. We will ask students to make presentations and

present them to their families, colleagues abd friends to make them
realise their responsibility towards the planet . As a substitute we
will organise discussion forums if field visits get cancelled due to

some  issues. Also, to get more interest, we have decided to reward
the students with certificate of completion after they successfully

pass the assessment with score more than or 50%



Plan a calendar with special events, speakers,
screenings, etc. Who would you reach out to and why?



We have added our course online for
students to register and the course is
offered free of cost along with a free

certificate.

Link for the course : 

https://projectgreenchallengeclasses.school.blog/about/



We shared our course with our professors and
teachers and this is how we got the responses in the

form of screenshot we have added

Prof.Neha Bhadgaokar
Chemistry professor at

Concept Academy of
Chemistry.



Dr.Shilpa Deshpande 
Director- The Communication Cafe



Miss.Gauri Kallawar 
Department of Chemical

Technology



Screenshot of our
social media post 


